
uality through integrity defines our goals. Domaine 
Gayda delivers wines of exceptional quality to our 
customers worldwide. Our small team of committed 

professionals offer a personal service, fully engaging with our 
clients. 

We pride ourselves in creating value in all our wines, striving 
to exceed the expectations of our customers. We firmly believe 
that creating a definable quality is paramount and fundamental 
to the Domaine. These principles are reflected throughout our 
range… honest wines, understandable wines, great value 
wines, all made with a deep passion in what we do, reflecting 
who we are.
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OUR
COMMITMENT

A
lthough Tim, Vincent and David have crucial roles to 
play in leading the Domaine, teamwork is what we are 
all about...quality is achieved with everyone working 

together and taking collective responsibility for the results.

> Tim Ford, Managing Director, far left
> Vincent Chansault, Winemaker, centre
> David Chardron, Commercial Manager, far right

TEAM

ore than just the vines around the winery, our vineyards 
spread across the Languedoc, benefiting from the 
incredible «terroirs» of the region. From limestone to 

granite, from slate to sandstone, each soil type adding to the 
specific character that Gayda seeks out in the unique diversity of 
this stunning landscape.

M
VINEYARDS

he Winery continues to evolve with the use of new 
techniques such as concrete egg fermenters and oak 
«foudres». As well as having all the latest technology 

available, we develop, innovate and move forward with our 
curious minds to create our distinctive range of quality wines.
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VILLA MON RÊVE CHEMIN DE MOSCOU SELECTION

The wine is named «Villa Mon Rêve» after a little stone cottage situated on our 
vineyards in La Livinière. The story began many years ago when the previous 
owner built the cottage for his ailing wife so they could spend what they 
thought were their last years in this idyllic setting, surrounded by beautiful 
vineyards.
A dream came true when his wife made a miraculous recovery and hence the 
cottage became «Villa Mon Rêve» (the house of my dream). This incredible 
story behind the name also inspired the wine. Finally, after all these years we 
now believe we have selected an exceptional north facing Syrah that does 
justice to this uplifting story of «Villa Mon Rêve».

The wine that defines Domaine Gayda. Principally syrah driven, 
it is matured 20 months in oak followed by a rigorous barrel 
selection.
The origin of the name is Napoleonic, the same heritage giving 
the title to our famous «arbre de Moscou».

Sélection captures the essence of vintage variation, the grape 
variety, sense of place and single vineyard character whilst 
building on constant advances in the winery, in a single label 
that by definition is transient in nature. Modelled after ‘garage 
wines’, the range mirrors winemaker Vincent Chansault’s 
relentless quest for perfection and character expression in the 
estate’s wines. 
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FIGURE LIBRE FREESTYLE
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LA MINUETTE
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EN PASSANT

We called it «Figure Libre» because we have chosen 
the freedom of creation and expression, combining the 
subtleness of the Loire with the bold character of the 
Languedoc. Away from the rigours of the appellation, 
in 2004 we planted the grape varieties which we felt 
would be the best suited, those most able to reveal the 
expression and the qualities of our Brugairolles sandstone 
terroir. Cabernet Franc and Chenin Blanc, rarely grown 
in the region, originate from the Loire Valley, home of 
Winemaker Vincent Chansault.

Figure Libre Freestyle is the name given to an 
ambitious range of wines designed to shake up 
conventions and break new ground for expressing the 
inherent style of Languedoc and Roussillon. Turning its 
back on appellation rules, it favours freedom of choice 
in terms of blends. Figure Libre Freestyle reflects a 
desire to think outside the box and bring together 
grape varieties that would otherwise never have met 
in the same bottle.

This blended rosé comes from the 
limestone terroir of La Livinière, 
giving it a great freshness with 
subtle notes of grapefruit and a 
pale colour with a floral bouquet. 
La Minuette exemplifies estate 
values where wines are rooted in 
tradition and made in the spirit of 
today.

The latest addition to the estate’s collection is a limited 
edition range designed as an ode to Domaine Gayda’s spirit 
of creativity and inventiveness. Inspired by The Passenger, 
the classic pop-rock anthem by Iggy Pop, its inherently 
restless character is expressed through a red and a white 
wine that are made from a different vineyard, terroir and 
grape variety every vintage, underscoring its ephemeral 
nature. This ‘rolling stone’ concept is clearly mirrored in the 
labelling of En Passant with constantly changing imagery 
designed as a storyboard. 
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FLYING SOLO T’AIR D’OC

The Flying Solo range flies in the face of convention, shunning 
international varieties in favour of the typical Mediterranean 
Grenache grape which forms its backbone, blended with Syrah, 
Viognier and Cinsault. It celebrates the intrepid ‘Aéropostale’ pilots 
who risked life and limb to ensure postal deliveries in the 1920s.
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CÉPAGES

The low-key estate emblem shaped like a Languedoc cross mirrors 
the authenticity and provenance in this range of varietal wines 
represented by Viognier, Chardonnay, Grenache and Syrah.

A New World spirit has been breathed into this range of single 
varietal, high-tech wines that remain firmly rooted in their 
Languedoc homeland. Like a proverbial Janus, its two components 
face two ways: Syrah epitomises wines from the South, whilst 
Sauvignon thrives in the distant lands of New Zealand and the 
Loire Valley. This improbable confrontation of grape varieties and 
wine profiles symbolises Domaine Gayda’s origins and fusion of 
two worlds, Old and New. 

L I M I T E D  E D I T I O N


